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A dynamic shut-in procedure is commonly adopted after a kick incident in order

to build up the wellbore pressure, obtain reservoir information, and thereby

handle the gas kick. In deep-water scenarios, the hydrate growth behaviors

have a significant effect on gas migration and interphase mass transfer, which

has not been quantitatively analyzed during the well shut-in process. In this

study, a comprehensive mechanistic model of wellbore dynamics is developed

considering gas migration and phase transitions. The simulation results show

that the wellbore pressure field can be built up in different trends during

different well shut-in periods, governed by gas seepage from the reservoir

and gas migration along the wellbore, respectively. Masking the migration of

free gas, the phase transition phenomena have a significant influence on the

wellbore dynamics and bottomhole pressure. This work adds further insights

into quantitatively characterizing the hydrate growth behaviors and interphase

mass transfer rules of gas bubbles during a dynamic well shut-in procedure.
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1 Introduction

As a gas kick occurs in deep-water drilling, uncontrolled gas migration can greatly

threaten the flow assurance in the wellbore [1]. The well shut-in procedure is commonly

conducted as rapidly as possible to stop the formation from flowing, reduce the risk of

fracturing the casing shoe, and secure the well. Moreover, the pressure build-up process

during a dynamic shut-in procedure is somewhat similar to the pressure transient

analysis, which implies the early response of reservoir behaviors and the flow regime

[2]. During a well shut-in procedure, estimates can be made of the formation pressure and

the influx information, of which accuracy is vital to the success of the following well

control operations [3].

Generally, the variation of the wellbore pressure during a well shut-in process is

driven by two mechanisms of gas migration: 1) the continuing influx enters the closed

system of wellbore fluids due to the pressure underbalance at the open-hole section, and 2)
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the gas bubbles in the wellbore ascend continuously due to the

buoyancy. At present, the theoretical and experimental research

studies indicated that the surface pressures are carried upward by

a complicated flow process, which is closely related to the influx

type and size, reservoir characteristics, fluid rheology and

compressibility, well expansion, and fluid loss [4–7].

Particularly, the preliminary analysis revealed that gas

dissolution has an important influence on pressure build-up

behaviors [6, 8]. This is because the free gas goes into the

solution in the drilling fluid and there is no further gas

migration, as a kind of phase transition phenomenon.

Interestingly, it can be expected that the free gas will convert

into solid hydrates affected by the low temperature and high

pressure in deep-water drilling [9–11]. Recently, several studies

have been performed to analyze the effect of phase transition on

the wellbore flow [12–14]. Fu et al. [15–17] showed a new insight

into multiphase flow modeling and proposed a novel pressure

loss prediction model for the multiphase flow in the wellbore and

pipeline based on the energy dissipation theory. The accuracy of

the developed model is significantly enhanced by coupling it with

the methane hydrate formation model and the hydrate slurry

rheology model and reveals the effects of phase transition on the

pressure loss of the multiphase flow [14, 17, 18].

The dynamic interphase mass transfer during gas dissolution

and hydrate growth may mask the early response of the pressure

build-up and gas influx. Considering the reservoir coupling and

gas slippage in the wellbore, Billingham et al. [2] and Ren et al. [7]

have developed pioneering models to describe the variations of

the bottomhole pressure during a well shut-in procedure.

However, in these models, the distribution of free gas is

simplified, namely, the gas influx is assumed to fill the

annulus and exist as a single bubble/continuous slug during

its upward migration, which was revealed to be invalid [5].

Therefore, the characteristics of a pressure build-up can be

overestimated since the migration of free gas was simplified,

and the phase transitions were neglected. Therefore, a novel

wellbore dynamic model considering the flow regime and phase

transition effects is necessary to help drilling engineers obtain a

thorough understanding of the kick evolution mechanism and

the wellbore pressure build-up characteristics.

2 Model development

Although the kicking well is shut in, the gas can

continuously flow into the semi-closed wellbore driven by

the pressure underbalance and the difference in the densities

of the gas and liquid. Gas migration, accompanied by the

increase in the wellbore pressure, can compress the wellbore

and fluid and promote the rates of gas dissolution and hydrate

phase transition. In turn, the pressure field updates gradually

through the synergistic action of multiple factors. Therefore,

the build-up of surface pressure can be closely related to

reservoir coupling, bubble rise, phase transition of the fluid,

wellbore compressibility, etc. In this regard, it usually takes a

long period for the surface pressure to stabilize. The potential

reasons affecting the variation of wellbore pressure can be as

follows:

1) Reservoir coupling. There exists the mass exchange between

the wellbore and reservoir at the open-hole section. Gas enters

the wellbore due to pressure underbalance, whereas the

drilling fluid can filter into the formation as the

bottomhole pressure exceeds the reservoir pressure.

2) Wellbore compressibility. The drilling fluid usually has

enough compressibility that the elasticity of the wellbore

should be considered.

3) Gas expansion. The gas bubbles expand gradually as they

ascend in the wellbore.

4) Gas dissolution. The gas influx can be dissolved in the drilling

fluid, which masks the early response of the gas kick.

5) Hydrate phase transition. The free gas can convert into solid

hydrates, accompanied by variations of phase volumes.

2.1 Pressure variation in a semi-closed
wellbore

In the semi-closed wellbore, the flow dynamic is significantly

unsteady and is affected by gas migration. Considering volume

conservation, the following equation can be obtained [9]:

(Qg − Qloss)Δt + VwCw[Pw |t+Δt − Pw |t] � ∑N
i�1

⎧⎨⎩(mgi − Mg

Mg +NhMw
Δmhi − Δmsoli)/ρg

∣∣∣∣∣hi+vgΔt − mgi

ρg |hi
⎫⎬⎭

+∑N
i�1
{Δmhi

ρh
+ Δmsoli

ρsoli
} +∑N

i�1
{ELiCL(Pfi |t+Δt − Pfi |t)},

(1)

whereQg is the gas influx rate at the open-hole section, which can

be estimated using a transient reservoir model [19], m3/s; Qloss is

the static filtration rate of the drilling fluid, m3/s; Δt is the time

interval, s; Vw is the volume of the wellbore, m3; Cw is the

compressibility coefficient of the wellbore, 1/Pa; Pw is the

bottomhole pressure, Pa; t is the well shut-in time, s; i is the

segment number, 0 ≤ i ≤ N; mgi is the mass of the free gas in

segment i of the wellbore, kg;Mg is the molecular mass of the gas,

kg/mol; Mw is the molecular mass of water, kg/mol; Nh is the

hydration number, and Nh = 5.75 for methane hydrate; Δmhi is

the hydrate growth rate in segment i of the wellbore, kg; Δmsoli is

the gas dissolution rate in segment i of the wellbore, kg; ρg is the

gas density, kg/m3; hi is the depth of segment i, m; vg is the gas rise

velocity, m/s; ρh is the hydrate density, kg/m
3; ρsoli is the density

of the dissolved gas in segment i, kg/m3; ELi is the volume of the

drilling fluid in segment i of the wellbore, m3; CL is the

compressibility of the drilling fluid, 1/Pa; and Pfi is the fluid

pressure in segment i of the wellbore, Pa.

In Eq. 1, the terms on the left-hand side represent the gas

influx, fluid loss, and wellbore expansion, respectively, while the
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terms on the right-hand side represent the gas expansion, hydrate

growth, gas dissolution, and compressibility of the drilling fluid.

In order to obtain an accurate pressure profile along the

wellbore, it is necessary to estimate the interphase mass transfer

rates during gas migration.

2.2 Phase transition rates

The previous studies in the literature indicated that the gas

hydrate can form and cover the gas bubble as it rises in the

wellbore [20–23]. Formed on the bubble surface, the hydrate shell

can reduce the gas dissolution rate and bubble rise velocity.

Furthermore, the hydrate growth rate is governed by the mass

transport processes of gas and water molecules through the shell,

as shown in Figure 1.

2.2.1 Gas dissolution
According to the diffusion theory, the gas dissolution rate is

dominated by the mass transfer coefficient and unsaturation of

the dissolved gas. Considering the aggregating state of the gas

hydrate at the gas/liquid interface, Sun et al. [20] developed a gas

dissolution model for a hydrated bubble.

Δmsoli � NbJkρg (2)
Jk � 2.496π(R + δ)2

(Cins − C∞)v1/3g [ Dg

2(R + δ)]
2
3(1 + 0.5

���
Re

√ )0.48 (3)

where Nb is the number of gas bubbles in a segment of the

wellbore; R is the bubble radius, m; δ is the thickness of the

hydrate shell, m; Cins is the gas solubility at the hydrate/liquid

interface, m3/m3; C∞ is the gas concentration in the liquid bulk,

m3/m3; Dg is the gas diffusion coefficient in the liquid, m2/s; Jk is

the gas dissolution rate on the outside of the hydrate shell, m3/s;

and vg is the bubble rise velocity, m/s.

The gas dissolution can be significantly reduced by hydrate

formation. On one hand, the occurrence of the hydrate phase can

disturb the previous gas/liquid equilibrium state, and the gas

solubility is decreased in the presence of a gas hydrate. On the

other hand, as the hydrate shell thickens at the gas/liquid

interface, the bubble rise velocity is reduced and the internal

circulation is prevented, which leads to the decrease in the mass

transfer coefficient [24].

In Eq. 3, the gas dissolution coefficient is closely related to the

gas migration velocity. Considering the steady motion state of the

hydrated bubble, the expression of the bubble rise velocity can be

obtained [25]:

vg � ⎧⎨⎩ 8g
3CD

[(R + δ)3(ρw − ρh) + R3(ρh − ρg)]
(R + δ)2ρw

⎫⎬⎭
1/2

(4)

where CD is the drag coefficient, which is affected by the flow

behaviors of gas bubbles and the properties of fluids. As for the

migration of gas bubbles in the non-Newtonian drilling fluid, we

proposed an empirical model based on the laboratory experiment

of bubble rise [26].

CD �

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

1.12 ×
24
Re

(1 + 0.173Re0.675) Re< 10,

0.813 ×
24
Re

(1 + 24Re−1.125) 10≤Re≤ 100

1.07 ×
24

Re0.825
(−1 + 0.037Re0.825) Re> 100

(5)

where Re is the terminal Reynolds number of a gas bubble.

2.2.2 Hydrate growth
The previous experimental research indicated that the

hydrate shell covering the bubble surface can prevent the

direct contact between the gas and liquid. It means that the

mass transfer across the shell becomes the dominant mechanism

for continuous hydrate growth [27]. Considering the structure of

hydrate crystals and the pore-throat properties of the hydrate

shell, a unified model for dynamic hydrate shell growth on the

bubble surface was developed by Sun et al. [20]:

Δmhi � Nb[Mg + nMw

nMw
ρwJperm + Mg + nMw

Mg
ρg(−Jdiff + Jk)],

(6)
where Jperm and Jdiff are the rates of water imbibition and gas

diffusion through the hydrate film, m3/s.

Jperm � πσR2

4μwδ
aΔT erfc( δ

ΔT + bΔT + c), (7)

FIGURE 1
Schematic representation of hydrate shell growth on the bubble surface (adapted from Sun et al. [22]).
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Jdiff � 4πDh
R(R + δ)

δ
(Ci − Co), (8)

where σ is the water/gas interfacial tension, N/m; μw is the

viscosity of water, Pa·s; Dh is the gas diffusion coefficient in

the hydrate shell, m2/s; Ci is the gas concentration on the inner

surface of the hydrate shell, m3/m3; and Co is the gas

concentration on the outer surface of the hydrate shell, m3/m3.

3 Results and analysis

Using the proposed model, the variation rules of the pressure

build-up and phase volumes are simulated and analyzed. The

basic simulation parameters are shown in Table 1.

3.1 Analysis of the well shut-in procedure

Figure 2 shows the bottomhole pressure at different times. As

seen, variations of the bottomhole pressure can be divided into

two periods.

At the early time of the well shut-in process, the reservoir gas

percolates into the wellbore and the fluid pressure increases. In

this period, the bottomhole pressure rapidly approaches the

reservoir pressure driven by the continuous gas influx. At

about 200 s, the reservoir pressure can be estimated by the

pressure build-up curve.

At the later period of the well shut-in process (t > 200 s), the

slippage of gas bubbles can be the dominant factor for wellbore

dynamics, and the bottomhole pressure increases gradually.

However, the pressure field changes more gently than that in

the first period. It can be expected that the bottomhole pressure

will increase continuously, and there is the risk of fracturing the

casing shoe if the well cannot be shut in as rapidly as possible and

the initial volume of gas influx is large.

3.2 Effect of phase transition

Figure 3 shows the variations of mass and volume of different

phases. Commonly, the mass of free gas is governed by reservoir

coupling and phase transitions. It increases rapidly in early time

because the gas influx enters the wellbore continuously when the

bottomhole pressure is less than the formation pressure.

Subsequently, due to gas dissolution and hydrate growth, the

mass of free gas decreases gradually as gas bubbles ascend.

Furthermore, the volume of the free gas decreases gradually

TABLE 1 Basic simulation parameters.

Item Value Item Value

Well type Horizontal well Measured depth 2,800 m

Water depth 1,500 m Inner diameter of the drillpipe 107.95 mm

Outer diameter of the drillpipe 146.05 mm Open-hole section 0.5 m

Mud weight 1,200 kg/m3 Inner diameter of the casing 220.4 mm

Outer diameter of the casing 244.5 mm Mud viscosity 15 cp

Initial volume of the gas influx 1 m3 Reservoir pressure 35 MPa

Rock permeability 10 mD Porosity 0.13

Supply radius of the reservoir 50 m Total compressibility 2.0 E-04 (1/MPa)

FIGURE 2
Variations of the bottomhole pressure throughout the well shut-in process.
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with time because the gas bubbles are compressed, affected by the

increase in the wellbore pressure, and accompanied by

conversion into other phases.

In the hydrate phase stability field, the hydrates will grow on

the bubble surface. In this regard, the volume of the gas hydrate

increases gradually with time. It should be noted that gas

dissolution and hydrate formation can significantly mask the

migration of the gas influx and the build-up of the surface

pressure.

Figure 4 shows the influence of phase transitions on variations

in the surface pressure. As seen, the pressure can be overestimated if

the phase transition effects are neglected. This is because a part of the

free gas which compresses the wellbore and liquid will dissolve into

the drilling fluid and convert to solid hydrates.

4 Conclusion

In this study, we proposed a novel wellbore dynamic

model for predicting the behaviors of bubble migration and

the pressure build-up during a dynamic shut-in procedure in

deep-water drilling. In the model, the mechanism of the

interphase mass transfer during gas dissolution and

hydrate growth is considered. The proposed model is

applied to a field well, and the following general

conclusions are drawn from the simulation analysis:

1) During a dynamic well shut-in procedure, the build-up

process of the wellbore pressure can be divided into two

periods. It first increases rapidly, affected by reservoir

coupling, and then increases slightly, affected by gas

slippage in the wellbore. Special attention should be paid

to the risk of fracturing the casing shoe when the initial

volume of the gas influx is large.

2) The pressure build-up process can be significantly

overestimated if the phase transitions are neglected.

However, the development of the gas kick may be masked

due to the interphase mass transfer. There also exists the

probability that the free gas will evolve and increase the

wellbore pressure.
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Nomenclature

Variables

CD drag coefficient

Ci gas concentration on the inner surface of the hydrate shell, m
3/m3

Cins gas solubility at the hydrate/liquid interface, m3/m3

CL compressibility of the drilling fluid, 1/Pa

Co gas concentration on the outer surface of the hydrate shell, m
3/m3

Cw compressibility coefficient of the wellbore, 1/Pa

C∞ gas concentration in the liquid bulk, m3/m3

Dg gas diffusion coefficient in the liquid, m2/s

Dh gas diffusion coefficient in the hydrate shell, m2/s

ELi volume of the drilling fluid in segment i of the wellbore, m3

hi depth of segment i, m

i segment number

Jdiff gas diffusion rate through the hydrate film, m3/s

Jk gas dissolution rate on the outside of the hydrate shell, m3/s

Jperm water imbibition rate through the hydrate film, m3/s

Mg molecular mass of gas, kg/mol

Mw molecular mass of water, kg/mol

mgi mass of free gas in segment i of the wellbore, kg

Δmhi hydrate growth rate in segment i of the wellbore, kg

Δmsoli gas dissolution rate in segment i of the wellbore, kg

Nb number of gas bubbles in a segment of the wellbore

Nh hydration number

Pf fluid pressure in segment i of the wellbore, Pa

Pw bottomhole pressure, Pa

Qg gas influx rate at the open-hole section, m3/s

Qloss static filtration rate of the drilling fluid, m3/s

R bubble radius, m

Re terminal Reynolds number of gas bubbles

Δt time interval, s

t well shut-in time, s

vg gas rise velocity, m/s

Vw volume of the wellbore, m3

Greek symbols

ρg gas density, kg/m
3

ρh hydrate density, kg/m3

ρsoli density of the dissolved gas in segment i, kg/m3

σ water/gas interfacial tension, N/m

μw viscosity of water, Pa·s
δ thickness of the hydrate shell, m
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